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ENRICHED ACCESSIBLE CATEGORIES

FRANCIS BORCEUX AND CARMEN QUINTERIRO

We consider category theory enriched in a locally finitely presentable symmetric
monoidal closed category V. We define the V-filtered colimits as those colimits
weighted by a V-flat presheaf and consider the corresponding notion of V-accessible
category. We prove that V-accessible categories coincide with the categories of
V-flat presheaves and also with the categories of V-points of the categories of
V-presheaves. Moreover, the V-locally finitely presentable categories are exactly
the V-cocomplete finitely accessible ones. To prove this last result, we show that
the Cauchy completion of a small V-category C is equivalent to the category of
V-finitely presentable V-flat presheaves on C.

1. INTRODUCTION

The notions of locally finitely presentable category (see [3]) and symmetric monoidal
closed category (see [2]) are now classical. Following a work of Kelly (see [6]) we fix a
"locally finitely presentable symmetric monoidal closed category V", meaning by this
a category having all those properties and in which, moreover, it is assumed that a
finite tensor product of finitely presentable objects is again finitely presentable (that
is, the unit / of the tensor product is finitely presentable and when V, W are finitely
presentable, so is V <g> W). Observe that the categories of sets, Abelian groups, modules
on a commutative ring, small categories, and all toposes of presheaves are instances of
such categories V. This fixes the assumptions on our base category V; we shall no
longer mention them in the rest of the paper.

In this paper, all categories, functors, limits, colimits and so on, will almost always
be enriched over V. For that reason and for the sake of brevity, we shall always omit
the prefix V-. We prefer using the term "ordinary" to emphasise, when some confusion
could occur, the difference between a V-structure and the ordinary underlying structure.

By a finite category is meant a category V with finitely many objects and such that
each T>{X, Y) G V is finitely presentable. A finite indexing type is a functor F: V —> V
defined on a finite category T> and such that each F{D) £ V is finitely presentable.
A finite limit is a limit weighted by a finite indexing type; a finite colimit is a cobnut
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weighted by a contravariant finite indexing type (see [6]). In particular, cotensoring with
a finitely presentable object is a finite limit process. A functor F: A —> B between
finitely complete categories is left exact when it preserves finite limits. A presheaf
F: C* —> V is flat when its left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding

LanKc.F

V
is left exact (see [6]).

In the ordinary case V = Set of the category of sets, the colimit of a functor F
weighted by a presheaf G

Set^-£>*, V-^C

coincides with the conical colimit of the composite

Elt(G) ^V-^C

where Elt(G) is the category of elements of G and 4>G is the obvious forgetful functor
(see [1, II-6.6]). This conical colimit is filtered, that is the category Elt(G) is filtered,
precisely when the presheaf G is flat (see [1, 1-6.3.1]). In the case of a general V, it
is well-known that the correct generalisation of the notion of limit is "weighted limit".
Therefore the correct generalisation of the notion of filtered colimit should be "colimit
weighted by a flat functor".

DEFINITION 1.1: A filtered colimit is the colimit of some functor F:V —> C

weighted by a flat presheaf G: V* * V.

We shall use the notation of [5] and write G * F for the colimit of F weighted by
G. Analogously, {H, F} will indicate the limit of F weighted by a covariant presheaf
H.

Our Lemmas (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) indicate that the previous definition generalises
the notion of conical filtered colimit used in [6], while still recapturing the classical
definition of filtered colimit in the case V = Set.

The objective of this paper is to generalise to the V-case the theory of ordinary
finitely accessible categories, using (1.1) as the notion of filtered colimit.

DEFINITION 1.2: Let A be a category with filtered colimits. An object A 6 A is
finitely presentable when the representable functor A(A,—):A —> V preserves filtered
coh'mits.
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The definition of finitely presentable object used in [6] is different from ours, since it
refers only to conical filtered colimits. But in [6] only finitely presentable categories are
studied and in this particular case, we show in Corollary (2.3) that both definitions of
finitely presentable object coincide. In the more general context of accessible categories,
it is our definition (1.2) which allows us to generalise the well-known results of the case
V = Set.

DEFINITION 1.3: A category A is finitely accessible when

(1) A has filtered colimits;

(2) there exists a family (Ci)»ej °^ finitely presentable objects of A such that
every object A £ A can be written as a filtered colimit A = G * F of a
diagram

V ^ - £>*, V^C^A

in the full subcategory CCA spanned by the objects (C i ) i € J .

Our main theorem generalises a well-known result in the case V = Set.

THEOREM 1 . 4 . For a category A, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is finitely accessible;

(2) A is equivalent to the category Flat[C*,V] of flat presiieaves on a small
category C;

(3) A is equivalent to the category of points of a category [C, V] of covariont
presheaves, for some small category C,

where as usual, a "point" of a finitely complete category X is a left exact left adjoint

functor X —> V.

The theorem is proved by the conjunction of Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 4.2. In
fact, given a finitely accessible category A and a small category C as in conditions (2)
or (3) of the theorem, we prove that the full subcategory Af C A of finitely presentable
objects is equivalent to the Cauchy completion of C. By a result of Johnson (see [4]),
Af is equivalent to a small category and can therefore be chosen as the "canonical"
category C in the previous theorem. An important consequence of this is our Corollary
3.6: the locally finitely presentable categories in the sense of Kelly (see [6]) are exactly
the cocomplete finitely accessible categories in our sense.

Let us conclude this section with the lemmas indicating that our notion of filtered
colimit generalises correctly the notion of conical filtered colimit.

LEMMA 1 . 5 . Every conical filtered cotimit is filtered in the sense of Definition
1.1.

PROOF: Let I? be an ordinary filtered category and write T> for the free V-category
on T>. We must prove that the functor A/:X>* —> V, constant on / , is flat. But
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A / = A / * Y where Y is the Yoneda embedding of T>*. Since Aj * Y is by definition
the conical colimit of Y, we get that A/ is a conical filtered colimit of representable
functors; therefore A/ is flat (see [6]). D

LEMMA 1 . 6 . When V = Set, the following conditions are equivalent for a small

category T>:

(1) the category V* is filtered;

(2) the functor Ai:X>* —> Set, constant on t ie singleton, is flat.

In particular, every conical filtered colimit is filtered in the sense of Definition (1.1),

and conversely.

PROOF: The category of elements of Ai is V itself, from which the equivalence
of Conditons (1) and (2) follows by [1, 1-6.3.1]. This implies the first half of the last
statement, while the converse is given by Corollary 1.5. D

LEMMA 1 . 7 . In V, finite limits commute with filtered colimits.

PROOF: Consider a finite indexing type G:V —> V, a flat functor (that is, a
"filtered indexing type") H:C* —> V, with C small, and an arbitrary functor F:
V®C —> V. We must prove that

Since each object G(D) is finitely presentable, the result follows at once from the
preservation of the filtered colimit H(?) * F(?,D) by the functor [G(D), -]. D

2. CATEGORIES OF FLAT PRESHEAVES

We fix V as in the introduction and consider moreover a small category C. This
notation will remain fixed through this section and will not always be recalled.

PROPOSITION 2 . 1 . The category Flat[C*, V] of flat presieaves is stable in the
category [C*,V] under filtered coHmits.

PROOF: Let us consider

y + ^ - p * , z>_L» Flat[C',V]«-»[C',V]

with G flat, and compute the corresponding colimit G * F in [C*,V]. We consider
further the Kan extension

G * F ,-UnYcG * F

V
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of G * F along the Yoneda embedding and we must prove it is left exact. Given
H £ [C, V] and applying well-known identities (see [5, Chapter3])

Lanyc(G * F)(H) = [YC-,H] *(G*F)

= H*{G*F)

= {G*F)*H

It suffices now to prove that both functors

f(?)*-:[C,V]—> [V,V], G*-:[D,V]—>V

where ? G T>, are left exact. Since finite limits are computed pointwise in [D, V], the
first functor will be left exact if each

F(D)*-:[C,V]—• V

is left exact, which is the case since

F{D) *H^H* F{D) S UnYcF{D){H)

and LariYcF(D) is exact because F(D) is flat. Analogously, the functor G*- = LanycG
is left exact because G is flat. D

COROLLARY 2 . 2 . A presheal F:C* —* V is Sat if and only if it is a filtered
colimit of repiesentable presheaves, that is, it has the form F = G * (Yc o H) where

V^-V\ V-^C—>YC[C*,V]

with V small and G flat.

PROOF: Every presheaf F yields F = F * Yc (see [5, (3.17)]), from which the
necessary condition follows. The converse implication follows from (2.1) and the flatness
of representable functors (see [6]). D

COROLLARY 2 . 3 . Let A be a locally finitely presentable category in the sense
of [6]. For an object A £ A, the following conditions are equivalent

(1) A is finitely presentable in the sense of Definition 1.3;
(2) A is finitely presentable in the sense of [6].
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PROOF: By writing AKJ Q A for the full subcategory of finitely presentable ob-
jects in the sense of [6], and applying the results of that paper, we have the situation

J:A^Lex[A*Kf,V}^{A*Kf,V], J(A)(B) = A(B,A)

where J is an equivalence of categories and Lex indicates the category of left exact
presheaves. Since A*Kj is finitely cocomplete, left exact presheaves coincide with flat
ones (see [6, 6.11]). By Proposition 2.1, Lex[^^y,V] is therefore stable in [^JfpV]
under filtered colimits in the sense of (1.1). This implies that in Lex[.4^-., V], filtered
colimits are computed pointwise.

Now choose A £ A finitely presentable in the sense of Kelly, that is A G AK/ •

It follows at once that J{A) is the representable functor AK/(—,A), and thus by the
Yoneda lemma the representable functor

is evaluation at A. This functor preserves filtered colimits since these are pointwise in
Lex[.4^, V]. The converse follows at once from Lemma 1.5. D

We are now able to give a first characterisation of accessible categories.

THEOREM 2 . 4 . For a category A, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is finitely accessible;

(2) A is equivalent to the category Flat[C*,V] of Hat presheaves on a small

category C.

PROOF: Assuming A finitely accessible and using the notation of Definition 1.3,
write C C. A for the full subcategory generated by the objects (Cj) i g / . Each object
A E A can be written as a filtered colimit A = G * F

V *?- V*, V-^C^A

of objects of C. Since each object C £ C is finitely presentable and F takes values in
C, we get

A{C, A) a A(C, G*F)^G(-)* A{C,F{-)).

Considering the functor

Z:A-+[C\V], Z(A)(C) = A(C,A),

we have just proved that Z(A) = G * (Yc o F), where
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is the Yoneda embedding. Therefore Z(A) is a filtered colimit of representable, thus
flat, presheaves and is therefore flat by Proposition 2.1. But applying the criterion [6,
5.19.(iv)], our observations prove also that C is a dense subcategory of A. Therefore
the functor Z is full and faithful, yielding already a full and faithful factorisation

Z:A—»Flat[C*,V].

It remains to prove that this factorisation Z is essentially surjective on the objects.

A flat presheaf F can be written as the filtered colimit F = F * YQ . Since A has
filtered colimits, we define A = F * i, where i:C •—» A is the canonical inclusion. For
each C eC,

£ F * A{C, i)^F* C{C, - ) s F(C),

implying easily that Z(A) = F.
Conversely, let us assume that A = Flat[C*, V] for some small C. The representable

functors are flat by (2.2), but they are also finitely presentable objects of A. Indeed, if
G*F

v£-V*, V-^>A = Flat[C*,V]

is a filtered coh'mit of flat presheaves, by the Yoneda Lemma

A(C{-,C),G*F)^(G* F)(C) £ G * F{C) S G * A(C(-,C),F)

since filtered colimits of flat functors are computed pointwise (see 2.1). One concludes
by 2.2. D

3. CATEGORIES OF FINITELY PRESENTABLE OBJECTS

We fix V as in the introduction. We recall that a colimit G * F

is absolute when it is preserved by all possible functors A —> B for all possible B.
The indexing type G is absolute when the colimit G * F is absolute for all possible
A and all possible F. It is proved in [8] that an indexing type G is absolute when
G, viewed as a profunctor G: T -©-> C (with T the unit category) has a right adjoint
profunctor. Moreover the category A is Cauchy complete precisely when it admits all
colimits indexed by all absolute types.
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LEMMA 3 . 1 . Every absolute indexing type G:C* —• V is a flat functor.

PROOF: We must prove that the left Kan extension of G along the Yoneda em-
bedding

Yc

V

is left exact. For this choose a limit {F, H}

with F a finite indexing type. Since

LanYcG(K) S K * G £ G * K

for K 6 [C, V], the thesis reduces to

G*{F,H}Z{F(?),G*H(?)}.

This relation is obtained by applying the functor {F, —} to the absolute colimit
G*H. ' D

Our next goal is, in Theorem 2.4, to replace the small category C by the category
A/ C A of finitely presentable objects in A. To achieve this, we prove first that this
category is Cauchy complete, and next that it is actually the Cauchy completion of the
small category C in 2.4.

PROPOSITION 3 . 2 . Every finite accessible category A is Cauchy complete.

PROOF: Consider a colimit G * F

where G is an absolute indexing type. By 3.1, the colimit G*F is filtered, thus exists in
A. So A has all cobnuts with absolute indexing types and therefore is Cauchy complete
(see [8]). D

COROLLARY 3 . 3 . If A is a finitely accessible category, the full subcategory
Af C A of finitely presentable objects is Cauchy complete.

PROOF: Consider the situation
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with G an absolute indexing type. The colimit G*F exists in A by 3.2. Consider now

a filtered colimit K * H 6 A

By 1.2, we must prove that

A{G * F, K * H) s K * A{G * F, H).

Since the colimit G * F is absolute, it is transformed in a limit by both contravari-
ant functors A(—,K*H) and K * A(—,H). Therefore, since each F(D) is finitely
presentable and the colimit K * H is filtered,

A(G *F,K*H)^ {G,A(F,K* H)}

PROPOSITION 3 . 4 . The Cauchy completion of a small category C is equivalent
to the full subcategory of finitely presentable objects in the category Flat[C*, V] of flat
presheaves on C. Up to an equivalence, this Cauchy completion is small.

PROOF: For short, we write A — Flat[C*, V] and Af C A for the full subcategory
of finitely presentable objects. By Corollary 2.2, the Yoneda embedding factors through
Af and by Corollary 3.3, Af contains the Cauchy completion C of C.

On the other hand, since V is locally finitely presentable, this Cauchy completion C is
equivalent to a small category, as proved in [4].

It remains to show that every object F £ Af is in C. Since F = F * Yc, it suffices
to show that the indexing type F:C* —» V is absolute, that is, the existence of a right
adjoint to -F:I-e-» C, seen as a profunctor (see [8]).

It is well known (see [5]) that an object F G Af yields two profunctors
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with X the unit category and F* -\F*. As functors, F* and F* are those represented
by F

It is useful to recall here the precise form of this adjunction.

(F*oF*){I,I)= I

,H€Af

= J Af{F,H)®As{H,F)

= Af(F,F)

{F* o F,){H, K) = F\H) 0 F.(K)

= As{H,F)®Af{F,K).

The natural transformations of the adjunction are then

FtoF*, e:F*oF* => lAf

where f]ij is the identity on F and EH,K is composition. We know thus that rj and e
satisfy the triangular identities for adjunction.

Restricting the previous situation to C C A/ yields functors

f*-C*%A*^V U'C^A -̂ >V

which we view as profunctors

f*- X o > C f • C o > X

By definition of /* and by the Yoneda lemma,

f*(C)=[C(-,C),F]^F(C)

so that the proof will be done if we prove that /» is right adjoint to /* . The identity
profunctor lc:C-e-> C and the composite /*o/»:C-e-> C are the restrictions to C of \ A ,
and F*oF* , choosing H and K to be representable functors on C. Therefore e restricts
as a natural transformation e: /* o /„ => lc . If we can prove that ftof*—F»o F*
as profunctors 2T-e-» Z, then 7/ will also be a natural transformation 77: l i ^=> /« o /*
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and the triangular identites for adjunction will hold for all objects in C, since they do
for all objects in Af.

Since F is flat, the colimit F = F *YQ is filtered. Since F is finitely presentable
and observing that /» = [F, Yc], we obtain

[F,F] ^[F,F*YC}&F* [F,YC] = f* * U-

We get then, by [5] (3.70),

/

cec
u{c) ® r (c) * / ,» / •* / •» /„« IF, F]

which concludes the proof. U

We are now ready to improve our Theorem 2.4.

THEOREM 3 . 5 . Every finitely accessible category A is equivalent to the cate-

gory F\at (A*f,V) of fiat presheaves on the small full subcategory Af C A of finitely

presentable objects.

PROOF: We use the notation of Definition 1.3. It is obvious that every family
of finitely presentable objects which contains the objects (C;),-^ satisfies a fortiori
condition (2) of 1.3. Therefore, by 3.4, there is no restriction in assuming th'at {Ci)ieI

is a representative set of all the finitely presentable objects in A. But then the full
subcategory CCA generated by the Ci's is equivalent to Af and we conclude the
proof by Theorem 2.4. D

The following corollaries generalise other well-known properties in the case V —
Set.

COROLLARY 3 . 6 . A finitely accessible category is locally finitely presentable if
and only if it is cocomplete.

PROOF: Let A be finitely accessible cocomplete and write Af for the full subcat-
egory of finitely presentable objects. Let us prove first that this category Af is finitely
cocomplete. For this consider

with G a finite indexing type. The colimit G* F exists in A by assumption. Consider
now a filtered colimit K * H £ A

By 1.2, we must prove that

A{G *F,K*H)^K* A(G * F, H).
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This follows from the relations

A{G * F,K * H) a {<?(?), A(F(7),K * H

which hold because the functor A(—tA) transforms colimits in limits, the functor
A(F(?),—) preserves filtered colimits since F takes values in Af, and finite limits
commute in V with filtered colimits (see 1.7).

By Theorem 3.5 and [6, Theorem 6.11], one has now

^ ^ F I a t [ ^ } , V ] ^ lex[A},V]

from which A is locally finitely presentable (see [6, Theorem 7.2]).

Conversely, a locally finitely presentable category A is finitely accessible and co-

complete by Corollary 2.3 and [6, Theorem 6.11]. D

COROLLARY 3 . 7 . In a locally finitely presentable category, finite limits com-
mute with filtered colimits.

PROOF: If C is a small cocomplete category, finite limits in Lex[C*,V] are com-
puted pointwise (see [6]) as well as filtered colimits (see Proposition 2.1). One concludes
the proof by Lemma 1.7. U

4. CATEGORIES OF POINTS

We again fix V as in the introduction. The goal of this section is to generalise to
the V-context the classical characterisation of ordinary finitely accessible categories as
categories of points of a topos of presheaves.

DEFINITION 4 .1 : When A, B are categories with finite limits, a geometric mor-
phism / : A —> B is a pair of adjoint functors

with / * left exact.

A point of A is a geometric morphism f:V —> A. A morphism of points is a
natural transformation between the corresponding left adjoint parts.

PROPOSITION 4 . 2 . For a category A, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is finitely accessible;

(2) A is the category of points of [C,V] for a small category C.
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PROOF: Given a small category C and via Theorem 2.4, it clearly suffices to prove
the existence of an equivalence of categories

Flat[C*,V]~ Point[C,V]

where "Point" indicates the category of points.

Theorem 5.33 in [5] implies that every cocontinuous (that is, small colimit pre-
serving) functor /*: [C, V] —> V has a right adjoint. Thus the category Point[C, V] is
equivalent to the category of those functors /*: [C, V] —> V which preserve small col-
imits and finite limits. But [5, Theorem 4.51] implies that taking the left Kan extension
along the Yoneda embedding induces an equivalence of categories

[C*,V]~Cocont([C,V],V)

where "Cocont" indicates the category of cocontinuous functors. By definition of a
flat functor and the previous observation on points, this equivalence restricts to the
expected one. u
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